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Editing practice 

Grade 5 Writing Worksheet 
 

Edit the paragraph using these symbols: 

 

 
 

Spicy foods have a special kick that makes you're taste buds tingle. 

You can find spicy dishes al l over the world, l ike hot salsa in mexico, 

spicy curry in India and fiery hot wings in the the United states. Some 

people cant get enough of these zesty f lavors and always want to 

turn up the heat! Scientists think that the reason some people enjoy 

spicy foods because of the way are bodies react to them. Eating 

something spicie releases endorphins, which are chemicals that 

make us feel happy. So for some people eating a spicy dish is l ike a 

mini-adventure for they're taste buds and a mood booster two! 

However, not everyone l ikes to set their mouth on fi re with spicy  

 

Editing Key 

Make lowercase    Remove word, letter or punctuation 

Capitalize    Add punctuation 

Insert letter or word    Spelling mistake 

Indent paragraph   Change order of words  or  letters              
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Foods. Some people have taste buds are that more sensit ive to spicy 

flavors so even a l itt le bit of spice feels really intense for for them. 

Others might not grown up eating spicy foods so they're just not 

used to the sensation. It 's also possible that some People have a 

lower tolerance for the the burning feeling because of their 

genetics. That means were they born with a natural sensit ivity to 

spicy foods. the next time your at a meal and someone passes on 

the hot sauce remember, that we all have different tastes and that's 

what makes eating so much fun  
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Answers 

 
Edits may vary.  

 
 

Spicy foods have a special kick that makes you're taste buds tingle. 

You can find spicy dishes al l over the world, l ike hot salsa in mexico, 

spicy curry in India and fiery hot wings in the the United states. Some 

people can’t get enough of these zesty f lavors and always want to 

turn up the heat! Scientists think that the reason some people enjoy 

spicy foods because of the way are bodies react to them. Eating 

something spicie releases endorphins, which are chemicals that 

make us feel happy. So for some people , eating a spicy dish is l ike a 

mini-adventure for they're taste buds and a mood booster two! 

However, not everyone l ikes to set their mouth on fi re with spicy  

Foods. Some people have taste buds are that more sensit ive to spicy 

flavors, so even a l itt le bit of spice feels really intense for for them. 

Others might not grown up eating spicy foods so they're just not 

used to the sensation. It 's also possible that some People have a 

lower tolerance for the the burning feeling because of their 

genetics. That means were they born with a natural sensit ivity to 

spicy foods. the next time your at a meal and someone passes on 

the hot sauce, remember, that we all have different tastes and 

that's what makes eating so much fun!   
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